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It is possible	 , Ponder et these letters is "sing the .
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(Headquarters has listed references only for the convenience of the
addressees; references get seat to certain	 ...are not
needed by thou).

1. The purpose of this dispatch Si to provide such traces as-
Headeuarters has bees able to put together oa the pereansi Buimma I is the
letters free Liss and ropiest certain actions If cortain=- We
will address esersolwes to the traces as these porno's first.

2. s. Jacob Ihresstaia aka Aires Silberstein. This is the same
of the sender of the letters or at least AØ appeared with the return
address et the first 3 bitten intercepted, - After these 3, the return
**fringe did not maw. Is. gives his address as Hotel Grillo. Dep.
IBS, Idea; but "j has aseared us that rocs or Dept. 156 exist",
in that hotel. a possible else app.ar in the latest letter treferenee
0) ,IsAlkieh he sips that if tAer . "is j . . rest in each a Sep, he
(ilitinstela or Silbersteia) is sure tIto can bring the sea toto the dept.' : ihile this
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South America, being assigned to the American Inbassies at Bogota,
San Salvador and Santiago from 1948 to 1955 and Buenos Aires from 1963
to 1964. His foreign languages are listed in the Department of Stets
Biographic Register es Gernan and Spanish.

b. Mrs. Olga Hess. Reference I provided information on Ness and
requested traces from *mica. Briefly, Headquarters files show one
Olga Hess, residing in Zurich, Switzerland, acting as an intermediary
for correspondence from France going to Buenos Aires, Argentina. The
date of this istormatios is 15 March 1943. There is another reference
to Olga Serguettavna Ness, probably the same as above, residing in Paris,
France. Olga Sergueevaa Rees is described as a Soviet Agent who is
in sone way connected with Anna Khoudouchine, also described as an
experienced Soviet Agent. This information is dated 13 Feb 1947. The
Munich telephone book we have does not list a Olga Mess and the address
book doss not list anyone by that name at the address gives, Arnulf -
stress. 22/24, Munich.

a ler  Mover. We believe this to be Willi Jacob Zapper
, born in Ladvigshaven on 8 September 1906. "Upper was

the director of the Rest German trade sonopoly for transport machines
prior to 1938. From 1958 to 1962, he was the Chief of the last Gersan
Trade Monism in Buenos Aires and was posted back to last Germany in
1962. There is record of his travel to Invader in sid-September 1964-
to establish a trade agreement between last Germeay and that country
as well as references to his travel to South America for economic and
trade purposes since that time. He apparently has rises in the last.
German Ministry of Foreign Trade and may well be the person referred.
to by the writer:k

d. Th. sucek. This is probably Theodor SoncekC.	 :2]
born in Gras, Austria, on 6 July 1919. Re has a long history in the
Iasi party drams from 1936 and was a umber of the "Ritlerjugend"
from 1934 to 1936 as well. Nat yea sentenced to death by the People's
Clert in-Austria (probably in the Soviet Sector) in 1948, a neatens*
that was later commuted to his imprisommeat and in 1932 was released
on probation for 10 years. Upon release he apparently took ever owner-
ship of a metal fabricating company in Gras that traded under the mime
Victor Soma* (perhaps his father) and founded a nee-ftelergsalsation
called SOMME. The metal business vent - 4 Million Austrian Schillbers
in the red and Soucek fled Austria in 1963, ending up is Ihodrid. Is
Spain, he was reported to be involved in developing a single easing
vertical take-off aircraft and i$ director of a press service called
Interpress. (Mere is attacked a brief article on Interpross). Is
is listed in the Central Wanted list (Interpol) for arrest. We is
described throsghout biz 201 as nee-Nazi and far right in his politics.

e. Melarich Rosenthal. The only trace on that name was in a
cale exchange in February 1956 z concerning the return of Germs POW
and civilian returnees fres Russia. The cable states that the iersoss
named received treitmest t;.lat leads'a very sensitive source to conclude
the RIB attempted to recruit them. Among eleven persons eased is that
category was ea* Dr. fan Jolesthal, further identified' as Dr. Belarich
Rosenthal, born 24 April 1908 in Wulfardingsen and at that time living
in Bremen.

I. L. Sexier and Mrs. Meaner. One Leopold Romer was the subject
of an UMW investigation in 1931 and 1932 concerning his correspon-
dence with Pavel Nagger, described by MINGO as a suspected commuaist.
Leopold Maser was identified as having been born in 13 November 1903,
a'Czech National residing in Rio do Janeiro. He departed for Bolivia
sonetime between 1949 and 1952. MONO speculates that the subject
nay also be identifiable with Ladislao 'schemer, born in YUgoolavia
in 1915 and reported to be a communist. Reckoner went to La Paz in
1944 where he set up a photographic business and a travel agency called
Turbolivia. Be was also connected with the Reprinter Travel Agency
and traveled frequently to Peru and occasionally to Rio de Janeiro.
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5. 111111 Bockhorn and Iluschl Bockhorn nee Decker. There are
no Headquarters traces on these names.

h. Alward J. Smith and Itr. Rachel. He are attempting to find
out oho these too are and how they say fit in with the subject of the
letter writing.

'	 1. Wieseuthal. Headquarters agrees with C: 22Ithat this le
Probably sWisce to Simon Hiesesthal, who claims credit for having
been very active niece 11145 tracking down suspected Nazis. Is has
boos reported es numbraum occasions as being in the ampler, of the
Israeli Intelligence Service and claims to have been larrolved in the
kiditajaping of Adolf Itichmann free eolith America es behalf of the

°is reelosted to re-check its assets !sanding possibly
the 4.-	 for any clue on the persons mentioned above. In part1-

we would like to find est bee Obresstela or Silberstein got
Aittii the country undetected and why he is using the Rot•l Crilles as a
SoitSsi -address. Reforesoi 0, which is being relayed to	 asks if
there are any leads into the •Gerila singles is Liss which eight identify
•Olaf isrbi or the nature of his hustiels. if he is inielved

someose say hays heard of his.
4. ler	 Miadquarters believes that CAMEL say be able to

Isheieses light as the activities of at least three of the above
TOMirellec. Seemik is es the Interpol vented list, and accierdieg to the

•: :100014404e, clipping, Interpol is Involved is the oso. ccisciretaie
Hadtb and 11r. Heckel.

S. Ike	 =Headquarters requests that, if poseibIo, the
Alert litter tr lareimettle . or Silberstein be bold by CALM ter.
11.0022 . taiOblicialliapicties. Precisely 'abet vs 411 . learn Iltiait this

'speculation, but there any be • else iar ASS is
..j.100...SittSil : 1022er and eavelippe. In adtitios Please „Cheek /MC-See''
1,4• 1-0■Orois ow any Olga sees; and throigh 1MC, please bays lilt Oise* for

'Seerds eic Resestbol . Can	 •"'n suggest elm earlier traffic has Met:
beak' titericeptodT
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P• 4:1, 0LIVATIES COMERS ON VALDES USE OF INIERPRESS

Santiago Chile Radio Presidente Palmaceda in Spanish 1100 QC 9 Jun 69 P• .
Oliveres comzir-ntary) 	 '

• (Pbccerpts) INTERPRESS, the personal news , agency_gf Foreitn. Minister.
Gabriel Valdes, receives a large-sum from our Foreign Ministry for 	 .

- -	 the purpose -of disseminating abroad the opinion Of_ the _foreign- Banister	 •	 .
trt: r. In view of the antecedents available, it is not possible .to doubt

; what INTERPRESS says regarding Chilean foreign affairs. For this
reason,- we were -greatly -amazed by the statements -which, according. .

r • b )21:et° INTERPRESS, the foreign minister made to a Brazilian newsman.
AiraNTERPRESS articlerdatalined Rio de Janeiro stated: In an interview

• *.irith a Brazilian newsman, .Milton.(?Carlos), Foreign Minister _Gabriel.. . 	 .
• ."* 'VrilYdes -stated :that his-government's decision to request the - postponement

the visit by New York Gov Nelson- Rockefeller "reflects national
thinking." Valdes' statement is something new.	 - -

Lem.: -.•	 •
Va.tdes -tol,d ?Carlos} that-in the case of

'hilted himaclf • to :giving:lin' offimisa-nature' 'mama-- -ortztronr
• elm .ithich was -opposed- to Rockefeller' s -.-visit-.-- AccordintL---to: the-fa-Mita - • •

-Chile has no doubt that its government will Opt for	 .
• T.:nationalization should the	 _
" owns in Cntle-tne,i-srEestencoPPer-mine-In-the-werldr-reftatrerioliv—...; --- - _	 ---

the Chileanization process. The report added: "The eventual enpopriation
of Anaconda, which would involve hundreds of millions of dollars, .

4V1 4iould-be an International Petroleum Company (VC) multiplied by six."

We-will not-came:at on what the foreign minister said regarding Anaconda, .
- ea, This-involves a:problem betimen the Chilean state and a foreign company. .. .

-is no doubt that our position 'In' this regard is clear: --We are: 4.	 -

defending. national- interests curl-nothing would be -better than to -regain -
• .	 - - - • • -- -these--nattonal interests-and nothing would be better -than to-regedn -these-- --- •

"reetchirCe.	IneorPorate them into our national patrimony. •I •	 ;
Say this without beating around the bush, however. kr:Valdes. 	-

• lying • Whin be told-Brazilian.: newsgirl-Milton (Warlos) •that' the 	 •	 - I
_ _ .recLuest for the pOet_ponement of Nelson Rockefe11er's visit to Chile . 	 .;

.	 .	 .	 -	 .	 .	 _

„ L Gov Nelson Rockefeller is on a fact-finding mission to-Latin America .
to shape the new U.S. policy to be followed by Nixon's administration,
which succeeded the Democratic administration, and after many complaints
were heard about the little attention shown by Uncle Sam toward
Latin America. I brought this up once. Why refuse to talk to Mr
:Jakefeller1•Do the-((worda-indistin,ct)-).--not preach of the need - 	 -
") establish ' dialog and communication?

VI. 10 Jun 69 CHILE	 El

reflects .national opinion. He 4s lying, because public opinion was	
. I

consulted. The Coma:mist Party of Chile (PCCh) gave its opinion,.
L '4•. tkie leaders of the Student Federation of Chile (Mil) gave an' -01iitien; - •

the leaders of 'high schools and several kindergartens gave their


